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Image seeing within my life and combination of those. If the first private exhibition

began with my life overlook, this private exhibition is that draw image of several

existences that is consisted within world and world that I belong. It is that fill image of

here (place) and the time that I grow up. That is, it is that show an aspect of reality

that is disturbed and change fast in stream of time. It is that make space that images

produced through medium, value that these images are held and value of things that is

given to life exist together. The Objets of made space substance do not have life force

that the god gives. But, they are given life force, and live around our. No, do not know

that try to give life force to them as they know that life force does not exist and

forget at the moment. The form of space that these are indwelled is the target of this

work.

Object

The world overflow images of advertisement, movie, TV, cartoon etc. and various

Objects that are made into there the media that produce these image and things and

distribute them are changing variously. Even if we in the this world do not receive any

truth substantially, we acquire things and information through various media. Like this,

acquired things are delivered to people as it is seen. To distinguish to people 'This is

real, and this is made' is not becoming that is so important. Too many images are

streaming one-sidely before distinguish such truth. Information of image and the image

seen in person's eye is manufactured and is mixed painfully to divide what is actuality

and imagination.

Relation

Artist makes image of object which is mastered by mass media to virtual form of

sculpture, and image of real nature or real Object using medium and space. Artist

arranges this anything and anything to one space that is gallery, and attach title that it

is what and what and shows to audience. Two things make new relation as audience

appears from this space. There is story that it is seen to audience in audience's

imagination. Artist expects story to bring in arranging inside space and make and enjoy

image of the world.



Fabrication

Artist produces one play with image which fill actual being and Object of imagination.

Unnaturality which come from directly-opposed birth of two informs fabrication of the

play to our, but the play can be played to audience for reason that was produced to

one space


